Katherine Chandler

A Bee with an Electronic Brain: Drone Flights
in Cold War America

In 1953, a press release by Ryan Aeronautical promoted a previously classified drone
with a headline touting the pilotless plane as a ‘‘bee with an electronic brain.’’
Known as the Firebee, the unmanned, jet-powered aircraft trained anti-aircraft
gunners in all branches of the U.S. military. Today drones continue to serve as
practice targets, even though lethal models deployed by the military dominate the
popular imaginary. In the Cold War, however, the bee-like drones generated relatively little public interest; compared with other aerospace developments of the
period, including space flight and intercontinental missiles, they seemed unspectacular, innocuous.
I began this photographic project to reflect on tensions between the inoffensive
Firebee target plane and the present era of unmanned aircraft. Contemporary drones
are omnipresent referents that elucidate how human actions have become increasingly entangled with automated processes and are tied to the specter of machine
control. Linking what is human and what is not, unmanned aircraft flown by the
United States military refashion the limits of life, death, and vision, as well as the
legalities thus entailed. But while drones are ubiquitous, their early history is largely
absent. The triptychs in this photo essay, named after the headline from 1953,
overlay the two temporalities through documentary materials and staged photographs. The images in each triptych are both a record of a drone project from the
Cold War and a fabrication that unsettles futuristic and foreign associations with
drone aircraft.
I use the anachronism of Cold War drones to show the mundane, day-to-day
uses and test flights associated with the mostly failed, experimental weapons systems
built in the period. The images complicate the machine-like view of today’s drones
and their calculated, lethal use against individual targets in foreign countries.
Instead, the drones pictured in the triptychs were flown from bases in the United
States, often to simulate enemy attack, melding operator and aggressor in the same
domestic context of experimental tests. Looking through this lens, the close association between unmanned combat air vehicles and the War on Terror is disrupted by
past iterations of drone aircraft embedded in the American landscape and the
dialectic between target and targeting at the basis of the system.
Each triptych in this photo essay is a document and a construction. The three
images in each set are tied to a project to build drone aircraft in the years between
1946 and 1968. I composed the images through collage and construction—cutting
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and layering articles, promotional materials, technical manuals that heralded the use
of drones during the Cold War, as well as staged scenes that I photographed. Each
set of images offers clues about the systems operation and imagines the work of the
engineers, industry experts, and military personnel who fabricated the systems ‘‘at
home.’’ The compositions call on viewers to read between the images, asking what
is real and what is fake; what is near and what is distant; what is past and what is
present; and what is visible and invisible? Yet the triptychs also create a narrative,
pieced together through the materials in the images to build an account of drone
projects.
While images, texts, and documents in the photographs draw on dated materials
that are no longer technically or strategically relevant, the pictures and the spaces
they contain nonetheless speak to present-day drone warfare by way of the layered
absences in the triptychs. Simultaneous with public materials released about the
development of drone targets in the 1950s were classified efforts to build pilotless
spy planes and offensive, unmanned aircraft. These included Lockheed’s D-21 drone
and McDonnell’s Quail decoy missile, as well as Firebee models modified from their
purpose as targets and secretly used for thousands of reconnaissance flights in the
1960s and early 1970s. Details of many of these aircraft remain secret. Some materials I incorporated into the triptychs were classified during the Cold War and have
been declassified; documents that were invisible have been made visible.
The play between what is seen and what is not mirrors questions raised about
drone warfare today. The consequences of drone strikes are visible in foreign countries; yet the actions that cause the strikes are choreographed through a myriad of
relations internal to the United States and are largely classified. The domestic scenes
of the triptychs in this way offer a re-creation of the drone as already a part of the
American military-industrial landscape, pre-dating the system’s more recent uses in
the War on Terror. As a series, the sets of images trouble the contemporaneity,
seamlessness, and precision attributed to drone aircraft; the cuts, collage, and fabricated elements instead show layers of secrecy and fragmented visions.
Finally, the triptychs suggest failure, which was often literal in the case of many
of the experimental systems I portray. Technologies onboard Cold War drones lost
connection with their operators, went off-track, or crashed, which resulted in the
cancellation of all the projects pictured in this series. Yet what persists between these
early efforts and drones today is the ideal of unmanning. Materials in the triptychs
attest not just to the ongoing, classified use of drones but also to the difficulties
faced by industry and military personnel in their creation, and to the fallibility of
the systems. Arguably, the significance of Cold War drones might not have been
technical so much as stimulation for the imagination of those who believed in the
future of unmanning.
In A Bee with an Electronic Brain I have relied on the interplay between what is
domestic, personal, and secret to suggest that the challenges of contemporary drone
systems must be addressed through the entanglements they create between the
‘‘enemy’’ and ‘‘us,’’ and ‘‘home’’ and ‘‘abroad.’’ Unmanning—far from being just a
technical challenge—captured the imagination of its developers, even as the idea of
moving beyond the limits of ‘‘man’’ was simultaneously fraught and contradictory.
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But the Cold War drone had widespread success only as a target plane, suggesting
that there was nothing inevitable about unmanning. As fabrications, this photographic series also reminds viewers that drones as we think of them today are not
foregone conclusions. The tensions, contradictions, and possibilities layered in the
triptychs emulate the contingency of contemporary developments. Drones might be
other than they are: a possibility suggested by fragmentations that document their
history and imagined futures that have yet to unfold.
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with an Electronic Brain (2012), courtesy of Katherine Chandler.

Fig. 1: Project William Tell Weapons Meet, in which ‘‘Top Guns’’ compete against Ryan Q-2 drone target, circa 1958. All photographs are from the series A Bee

Fig. 2: McDonnell GAM-72A Quail bomber-launched decoy missile, circa 1956.
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Fig. 3: Lockheed D-21 surveillance drone and death certificate, circa 1966.
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Fig. 4: Ryan Aeronautical BQM-34 Firebee drone, air launched from a modified C-130 Hercules plane, circa 1968.
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Fig. 5: Radioplane Q-2 target drone with remote control and parachute landing device, circa 1946.

